
B
orn in Hong Kong in 1957, Steve Leung is 

a leading architect and interior designer. 

As a dedicated contemporary style 

advocate, Steve’s work reflects a strong 

and unique character of minimalism, 

with skilful adoption of Asian culture and arts. 

Steve Leung Designers Ltd was established in 

1997 and works on a wide spectrum of design 

projects including hotels, restaurants, show flats 

and clubhouses.

Steve and his company have won more than 

80 design and corporate awards in the Asia 

Pacific region and worldwide. In recent years, 

Steve has also been invited to act as a judge 

of several authoritative interior design awards 

including the Asia Pacific Interior Design Awards 

2009, iF Design Award China 2010 and red dot 

award: product design 2012. He spoke with Kate 

Seamark about his life and career.

How do you describe your design style?
I don’t really stick to a particular kind of design 

style, but I would say that I’m an advocate of 

contemporary styles. I prefer minimal, elegant 

and functional designs that incorporate unique 

cultural and arts elements relevant to each 

particular project.

What has been the highlight of your career?
Having the opportunity to create my own 

architectural firm at the age of 30 was an 

incredible break.

What projects are you currently working on?
I’m working on Shangri-La Hotel at the Shard in 

London, Crowne Plaza Hotel in Sanya and Catch 

restaurant at Four Seasons Hotel, Guangzhou, 

in China.

   I’m also working on Capitol in Singapore, 

Welfare Road Clubhouse and Lok Wo Sha 

Clubhouse and Hong Kong.

What’s the best part of your job?
The best part of my job is being able to create 

something I like. My motto — enjoy life, enjoy 

design — is the best description of it.

What makes a great kitchen?
A great kitchen should look modern, well-

equipped and can be transformed into a 

gathering space. For example, in my project The 

Hampton, the kitchen can be converted into an 

open kitchen, which allows the household to 

have intimate communication with the guests 

while cooking.

InternatIonal Influences:
steve leung

Ink stones have long been a staple in calligraphy, one of the four 
revered scholarly practices popular throughout Chinese history 
as art, discipline and craft. Steve Leung’s first vanity collection 
pays homage to the noble material by adapting the ink stone’s 
colour, shape and texture.

Steve brings a haute couture concept 
to luxury living, creating uniquely 

designed apartments for The 
Hampton, Hong Kong. This unit has 

been designed based on elegan t yet 
stylish casual wear, with cream and 

dark black colour tones.
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Are there any materials you particularly like 
or dislike? 
The materials used should be matched with the 

overall style of the flat. I prefer materials that are 

low maintenance yet luxurious.

Are there any colours you think work 
particularly well in kitchens?
It would depend on the interiors and what is 

complementary, but my approach is to keep 

palettes clean and neutral — I believe most 

Hong Kong residents like to keep things simple 

as we’re already surrounded by so much visual 

stimulation in the city.

What’s your favourite piece of kitchen 
technology?
The oven is my favourite kitchen appliance. Its 

grilling and baking functions are very healthy 

and convenient cooking styles.

Please describe your own kitchen.
My kitchen is quite small but neat and tidy. I 

use a white palette and simple lines to evoke 

a minimal style. What I love the most about 

my kitchen is the stunning sea view and good 

natural lighting.

What do you like to cook?
Actually, I seldom cook but I am interested 

in this and I think I would love to learn when 

I’m retired.

What kitchen trends do you see evolving in 
the near future? 
I believe the functional spaces are not as rigid as 

before. Spaces might not be entirely separated, 

but flowing into each other. Therefore, I think 

semi-open/open kitchens attached to a dining 

area will be a new trend. Moreover, a semi-open/

open kitchen allows the host to have more 

interaction with the guests while cooking.

For the materials, I think environmentally 

friendly will continue to be the trend in the 

future. Using durable, aesthetically pleasing, 

long-lasting materials is one of the ways to 

realise environmental protection.

What tips can you give our readers about 
designing their dream bathroom?
It depends on the overall style of the unit. 

However, one must be aware of their 

functionality while also ensuring they 

are relaxing.

The kitchen is equipped with Varenna 
cupboards and Miele kitchenware, while the 

door features a grey single-sided driving mirror.
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Who are your favourite bathroomware designers and why?
Antonio Citterio, Philippe Starck and Patricia Urquiola are the 

names I can think of. I particularly like Patricia’s bathroom 

products because they are sensational and user-friendly, with 

beautiful shapes and delicate details.

Are there any materials you particularly like to use in a bathroom? 
Marble and mirror are the materials I like to use most in the 

bathroom. Marble has a natural yet luxurious touch and is easy 

for maintenance. Otherwise, I think Corian is also a very good and 

flexible material for designers to create different forms.

Are there any design rules you think should be followed in 
the bathroom?
As the size of bathrooms is very small in Asia, we usually will make 

use of mirrors to make the room appear spacious and extend the 

counter top to make it look good in three dimensions. 

What colours do you think work best in the bathroom?
I suggest going for something light and natural, such as beige and 

white. These combinations can evoke a homely and warm ambience.

Where is the most stylish bathroom you have ever visited? 
The stylish bathroom I like most is the one at my home. It’s an 

open, white bathroom that has a stunning view. I admire most the 

interaction between indoor and outdoor space yet it is still full of 

privacy. Its timber flooring also helps to keep a clean and neutral look. 

What upcoming trends do you see in bathroom design?
The bathroom is increasingly being used for aspects other 

than functionality, and I expect people to start spending more 

time in this area of the home. It will become well equipped with 

advanced technological gadgets and designers will increasingly 

approach this room from a lifestyle perspective. The bathroom 

will become a much richer environment with greater attention 

given to the details in order to cater to the needs of all the senses.

AUDIO: High-quality audio/sound systems.

VISUAL: Installed televisions and the ability to enjoy books with 

the appropriate lighting to set the tone and ambience.

SMELL: Scented candles and aromatherapy. KBQ

INKSTONE designed by Steve Leung for NEUTRA combines ancient wellness 
philosophies with the beauty of artistic expression for a sublime bathroom experience.

The extended counter top in the bathroom looks good in three dimensions, 
while the white oak decorated Agape washbasin and hanging cabinets 
complement the design perfectly. Thanks to the stylish black Steinberg 
high-end bathroom equipment, the bathroom gives a feeling of comfort 
and stylishness.
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